See tomorrow’s
business today
A richer, more visual organizational design and
workforce planning experience.
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Introducing Orgvue
Orgvue is the organizational design and
workforce planning platform that captures
the power of data visualization and modeling
to build more adaptable, better performing
organizations. HR, finance and business
leaders use Orgvue for actionable insight
and analysis that helps them make faster
workforce decisions in a constantly
changing world.

Continuously design, plan, and build
better workforces
In a world of uncertainty, disruption, and constant
change, Orgvue lets you confidently build the business
you want tomorrow, today. Our software is used by the
world’s largest enterprises and management
consulting firms to:
• Align the workforce with the business strategy
and operating plan
• Make sure the right people with the right skills are
doing the right work
• Know the true cost of the workforce today and what
it will be in the future
• Balance investments with cost savings to achieve
the business plan
• Support continuous workforce planning for today’s
pace of business

No longer can enterprises
think of organizational
planning as the headcount
line item in their yearly
budget. No, executives and
managers must think more
strategically about their
workforce as a framework
for driving innovation and
improving the bottom line.
Orgvue is addressing this
sea change.
Conner Forrest,
Industry Analyst, 451 Research
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Our platform
Orgvue is a purpose-built SaaS platform that provides
unrivalled clarity on your organization, connecting the
workforce to the work they do, so you can get the right
people doing the right things at the right time. This is
continuous organizational design and workforce planning.

Analyze

See the future you want tomorrow,
today. See a better workforce.
Build a better workforce.

O

to reveal hidden truths
• Import and clean data at scale
• Build a baseline view of the workforce
• Analyze any dimension or measure
• Export to PowerPoint
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using actionable insight
• Map roles, activities, skills, and competencies
• Model the future organization
• Manage multiple workstreams securely
• Track delivery against the ‘to-be’ design
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Design

the workforce from demand to supply
• Forecast supply over the planning horizon
• Simulate a top-down view of demand
• Model bottom-up demand at position level
• Reconcile plans to align the business

Monitor
Plan

Expertise

the organization continuously
• Monitor actuals and forecast against targets
• Track in-flight initiatives
• Spot opportunities and risks
• Recommend actions
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Seeing is advantage
Our customers commonly use Orgvue for:

Elevate your role in strategic business planning
Organizational transformation

Data-driven design and transformation
by visualizing the organization ‘as-is’,
collaborating with stakeholders to
model the ‘to-be’ functions, and
managing the transition.

Workforce planning

Plan from strategy to people in one
platform, including supply forecasting,
top-down and bottom-up demand
planning, plus fully integrated tracking.

Backed up by data, Orgvue enables you to:
• Speak the language of Finance on resources, costs, and investments
• Build stakeholder engagement between HRBPs and the business
• Respond immediately to questions on the current and future workforce
• Accelerate decision making on matters of the organization
and its workforce

Agile team design

Build, visualize, run, and measure agile
organizations on a continuous basis.
Manage reporting lines at scale
and sustain an adaptable and
resilient structure.

Mergers and acquisitions

Plan post-merger integrations,
collaborate on future-state design,
and monitor how well it’s being executed.
Engage business leaders and support
post-merger plans.

• Push the organization forward with actionable insight
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Our customers and partners
Customers:

Partners:
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$50m

18

9%

Reduced operating costs
by $50m

Reduced time from 36
to 18 months

Accelerated market
expansion by redirecting
9% of FTE capacity to Asia

saved in annual costs

Defend against acquisition by
reducing costs and improving
operating margins to 18% by
2018, then restore top-line
growth by 2020.
Orgvue was used to:
• Simplify the organization in North
America, Latin America, and Europe
• Clarify roles within the
organization’s matrix
• Build an internal center of excellence

months reduced

Complete a €4.4 billion
acquisition by bringing
together 400,000 employees
across 100+ countries and
different labor regulations.
Orgvue was used to:
• Map the ‘to-be’ design of each
function and model the new
organization
• Redesign 670 job roles based
on analysis of 450 activities
• Match people to new positions

Case studies are anonymized in this brochure due to the confidential nature of
Orgvue customers. More information and references are available on request.

redirected FTE capacity to Asia

Double revenues to $4 billion
with 30% of sales in Asia.
Hiring at speed (13,500
employees, 415 stores)
created complexity and
inefficiency.

Orgvue was used to:
• Aggregate global employee data to
design an efficient operating model
• Forecast staff costs for budgeting
and planning
• Strengthen accountability
and decision making
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See a better workforce.
Build a better workforce.
Orgvue has the power to bring people and business data
to life through a richer, more visual organizational and
workforce planning experience.
See for yourself how Orgvue enables businesses to make
informed decisions, confidently navigate change, and
continuously evolve.
Learn more at orgvue.com or email us at info@orgvue.com

United Kingdom
100 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6DT

Netherlands
Wilhelmina van Pruisenweg 35
2595 AN
Den Haag

USA
1100 Ludlow Street
Philadelphia
PA 19107

Australia
Level 19
1 O’Connell Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Canada
20 William Hancox Avenue
Toronto
M4E 3X5

Learn more at orgvue.com
or email us at info@orgvue.com

See tomorrow’s business today

